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from the blast, wandering backward and forward. and he had the satisfaction
of kickirng and' beating him about. This in a great measure made up their
loss, and then they could cçntentedly pick up their utensils and rig out their
wigwam.

3. Of the Hdgehog [Histrir Dorsat, or (hin, Urson?] Our hedge-
hog or urchin is about the bigness of a hog of six months old. His back,
sides.and tail are full of shàrp quills, so that if any creature approach him,
lie will contract himself into a globular forn, and when touched by his enemY,
his quills are so sharp and loose in the skin they fix in the mouth of the
adversary. They will strike with great force with their tails, so that whatever
falls under the lash of them are certainly filled with their prickles; but that
they shoot their quills, as some assert they do, is a great mistake. as respects
the American hedgehog. and I believe as to the African hedgehog or porcu-
pine, also. As to the former, I have taken theni at a1l seasons of the year.

4. Of t/e 7èTo-toisc. It is need.less to describe the fresh-water tortoise,
whose forni is so well known in all parts: but -their manner of propagating
their species is not so universally known, I have obsemved that sort of torÀ.
toise whose shell is about fourteen or sixteen inches wide. In their coition
they may be heard half a mile, making a noise like a woman washing her
linen with a batting staff. They lay their eggs in the sand, near some deep,
still water, about a foot beneath the surface of the sand, with which they are
very cunous in covering them; so that there is not the Ieast mixture of it
amongst them, nor the least rising of sand on the beach where they are dé-
posited. I have often searched for them with the Indians, by thrusting a
stick into the sand at random, and brought up some part of .an egg clinging
to it; when,.uncovering the place, we have found near one hundred and fifty
in one nest. Both their eggs and flesh are good eating when boiled. I
have observed a difference as to the length of time in which they are hatch-
ing, which is between twenty and thirty days; some sooner than others.
Whether this difference ought to be imputed to the various quality or site 'of
the sand in which they are laid, (as to the degree of old or heat,) I<Jeave to
thIe conjecture of the· virtuosi. As soon as they are hatched, the young tor-
toises break through the sand and.betake themselves to the water, and, as
far as I could discover, without any further care or help of the old ones.

CHAPTER VII.

OF THEIR FEAsTING. BEFORE THEY GO TO WAR.

When the Indians determine on war, or are entering upon a particular
expedition, they kill a number of their dogs, burn off the hair and cut them
to pieces, leaving only one dog's head whole. The rest of the flesh they boil,
and make a fine feast of it. Then the dog's head that was left whole is
scorched, till the nose and lips have shrunk from the teeth, leaving them bare
and grinning. This done, they fasten it, on a stickand the Indian who is
proposed to be chief in the expeditiontakes the head into his hand, and·sings
a warlike song, in which he mentions the town theydesign to attack, and the
principal man in it; threatening that in a few days he will carry that man's
head and scalp in his hand, in the same manner. When the chief has finshed
singing, he so places the dog's head as to gri at him who he supposes will
go his second, who, if he accepts, takes the head in his hand and sings; but


